CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1 Conclusion

Based on the data analysis in chapter 4, it can concluded that there are two general description three external conflicts experienced by the main character, four kinds of setting described in the film. The symptoms of schizophrenia symptoms experienced by the main character is hallucination.

The hallucination can happen because of Nina is a virgin and fragile girl who wants a freedom of her life. Nina can not realizes because of her mother obsesses. Her mother obsesses is Nina becomes a great dancer in the companies makes Nina only concerns of it. Nina becomes unsociable person and introvert person. In her daily life she always focus as a dancer it can be seen from who interacted with her and also the setting in the film.

The interaction appears of conflict external and internal conflict. The conflicts happens to Nina becomes the trigger of her hallucination, because Nina get hard pressures from the people around her. The conflict between Nina and her mother because of her mother wants Nina becomes a perfect girl to get the role as a white swan. In the other side, the art director wants Nina not only such as a white swan but she should transform in to black swan. Also Lily, Nina feels that Lily is her competitors that wants her role. In the story of swan lakes Nina as the white swan and her mother like as guardrail with outside worlds. Also, the art director as the prince and Lily as the black swan who wants stole the prince from her. But the director makes this film in the real life.

The setting of Nina such as Nina’s house, in the studio, in the train, and in the bar also being a trigger of hallucination, because Nina like trap around the places in the film. In the story of swan lakes the white swan life in place that not connects to the outside worlds. The setting of time such as in the morning, evening event at night also becomes a trigger of hallucination. In the morning
Nina start all the activities and there is many conflict happens become pressures of her. Start from the evening when Nina gets tired with the activities and the pressure happens all the day. The condition makes Nina has strange hallucinations.

The symptoms of schizophrenia found in this research, indicates levels of hallucination by the main character. The hallucinations experienced by Nina as if she sees, feels, and hears something that actually do not happen to her. Start from the hallucination happen in the first time she feels that sees someone similar her until she is killing herself as she had kill her competitor.

The levels of hallucination becomes something mysterious, strange, and event horror. It can shows from the dramatic structure start from exposition, rising action, climax, falling action and resolution. That is why this film to be one of film has a genre psychological thriller film. This film also received five Academy Award nominations and Portman won Best Actress, also Aronofsky nominated for the Best Director then the film is nominated for Best Picture.

5.2 Suggestion

The researcher suggests for the other researchers who are interested in studying and improving knowledge about the psychological approach. The researcher expects that this research would be helpful for the readers as an alternative in understanding this film.

The symptoms of schizophrenia are interesting to be analyzed because the symptoms of schizophrenia that may happen to every person is different. Schizophrenia is the phenomenon of social problems in modern society. The researcher used film Black Swan as the data because this film received five the academy award nominations.

The researcher expect for the next researcher who will like to analyze the symptoms of schizophrenia with the other theories of psychology. The psychological phenomenon can be found through watching movie, reading a novel or even in daily life. By doing so, the next researchers can understand more about the symptoms of schizophrenia.